Introduction
Let X/k be a proper, smooth surface over a perfect field k. Ifk has characteristic 0 it follows from Hodge theory and the Lefshetz principle that all regular 1-forms on X are closed, i.e. that the differential d: H^X.Q^H^X.Q^), vanishes.
In characteristic p>0 the situation is more complicated indeed Mumford [11] and more recently Raynaud have constructed surfaces with regular 1-forms which are not closed ( 2 ). It therefore becomes interesting to look for conditions on X that will ensure the closedness of regular 1-forms. We relate this question to an invariant defined and studied by Artin and Mazur in [I] , the formal Brauer group, Brx, specially we show that if Brx is prorepresentable by a p-di visible formal group (Barsotti-Tate group) then all the regular 1-forms are closed, and indeed the whole Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at EI. In a subsequent paper [13] we shall further develop the techniques employed in the proof of the above statement, and show how these can be used to prove the RydakovShafarevitch theorem, that K3 surfaces have no global vector fields.
We also consider a smooth family of surfaces /: X -> S over an irreducible base scheme of characteristic p, here we show that if there is just one fiber Xs with p-divisible formal Brauer group then the differential d: /A-/A. is zero.
Some properties of the slope spectral sequence
For the construction and the basic properties of the slope spectral sequence we refer to Bloch [3] . Bloch's construction has been generalized and the restrictions on the relation between the dimension and characteristic has been removed (Illusie [9] ), so the restriction in Bloch's paper will be ignored.
The notation will be as in [3] ; the proof of the properties listed below will appear in [9] .
Let F, V and d denote respectively the Frobenius, the Verschiebung and the differential in the pro-complex C \, then:
(
(1.4) F, V and p are injective as maps of pro-sheaves i. e. the transition maps in the prosystem of kernels are 0.
(1.5) Let n=dim X then F is an automorphism of the pro-sheaf C"x-
Surfaces over a perfect field
In this section we show that if the formal Brauer group ofX/k is pro-representable by a p-di visible formal group then the Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at Ei. If we further assume that H^yJX/W) is torsion free then the Hodge symmetry
holds as well.
The following proposition has also been proved by Berthelot (private communication) using results of Mazur and Messing. 
It is clear by (1.3) that V is a map of complexes, and since C°x^ ^. (^x) we g 61 an e xa ct sequence of pro-complexes v , x O^C;,x^*C,x^x^O. The next proposition was pointed out by the referee, the proof is based on an idea by Deligne. Proof. -We show by induction that the differentials in the E^ term vanish so assume that the differentials in the E( terms t= 1, . . ., s-1 are zero.
ANNA1 ES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
This implies that E^'^H^X, Cx) for all 1,7 so we must show that
vanishes.
Consider the commutative diagram of pro-complexes
Consider the hyper cohomology sequences then we have a commutative diagram
Passing to the limit we get a commutative diagram Proof. -Assume that both chains are stable at the n'th level. Let xeKerVd, then Q=¥ n dx=¥ n+l dyx so Vxeker ¥ n+l d=ker ¥ n d i.e. ker ¥ n d is stable under V and so V" x e ker F" d hence dx == F" dV x = 0 and it follows that ker ri==ker ¥d= . . . =ker ¥ n d= . . . cL.
Now the commutative diagram
Fn^ ImF"^,
shows that V induces an automorphism on L/ker d which is equivalent to ker d being dense in the V-topology. Since the original topology on L is weaker than the V-topology, ker d is also dense in the original topology. But d is continuous and M is separated hence ker d is also closed and so ker d=L.
Let us go back to the proof of the Theorem. By (2.2) it is enough to show that the differentials in the Ei term vanish. The Ei term looks as below: H^X,^^)) ^ H^X,^) ^ H^X,^), H^X,^^)) ^ H^X,^) (/11 '. H^X,^),
H°(X,^(^)) ^ H°(X,C^ ^ H°(X,C^).
Let us first show that the differentials in the bottom row are 0. This follows from the fact (1.4) that p is injective on H° (X, Cy i. e. these modules are torsion free and the slope spectral sequence degenerates at Ei modulo torsion ( [3] , III (3.2)). Next consider the differentials stabilize. Now H 1 (X, ^ (^x)) is finitely generated, for i = 2 it is the assumption and for i = 1 it is always true as proved in [15] , Proposition 4 so the first chain stabilizes.
For the second we have
ImF^^cker^' 1 for all n, The chain of images stabilizes because H^X, C^/Im ^'^Ej'^E 2 ,' 2 is finitely generated. To conclude that d^ 2 = 0 we only need to show that the V-topology is finer than the limit topology, this follows however from the commutative diagram The chain of kernels stabilizes for the same reasons as above, and in order to show that the chain of images stabilizes it is enough to show that H 1 (X, Cj)/Im d{' 1 is finitely generated, this follows however from the exact sequencê
because E^ciH^X, ^T(^x)) is finitely generated. This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
Remark. -Some parts of the proof of (2.4) goes through without assuming that H^X, ^(^x)) ls finitely generated or that X is a surface; in particular that By the remark above the horizontal map on top is zero, and the left hand vertical map is surjective since Pic (X) is reduced, hence the corollary. 
Proof. -(i) follows from the exact sequences: and dmiKH^(X/W) ® K=2 dim Pic°(X), and the equality follows from (i).
Surfaces over an irreducible scheme
In this section we consider a smooth proper S-scheme /: X -> S with geometrically irreducible fibers of dimension 2; S an irreducible Fp-scheme such that f^ (9^= (9( is closed and the Proof of (3 .2) shows that F contains the generic point.
